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Dear editor,

The national-dominated Sunway CPU architecture [1–3] is

now becoming mature in supporting professional application

areas from large-scale numeric computing in supercomputer

to maintaining online services in the network. However, as a

newly-developed platform, its supporting environment still

requires perfection in developing more system functional-

ities to improve its applicability, where the virtualization

support is a critical one for cloud computing and other ad-

vanced techniques for distributed and large-scale computing.

We propose the SWVM, a light-weighted virtualization solu-

tion based on Sunway architecture with high flexibility, and

introduce the design of its structure with the included func-

tional modules. The description about this solution covers

the mechanism of how the virtual machines are initialized

and maintained, and how the virtualization of CPU, memory

and IO is realized on the basis of the specific Sunway archi-

tecture. According to the evaluations, this SWVM solution

has good performance with acceptable loss in the virtualized

environment, which supports good isolation in computing

resources and efficient workload performance when the plat-

form contains multiple running virtual machines sharing the

computing resources concurrently.

Sunway architecture. (1) Platform. The Sunway se-

ries microprocessors are inspired by the design based on the

Alpha 21164 [4]. It uses a RISC architecture instead of

the CISC architecture which is applied in Intel processors,

and as a result requires different virtualization implementa-

tion [5] compared with supports in X86 [6]. It has the indi-

vidual instruction sets and designs its customized assembly

codes. Each SW1600 series processor has 16 cores, and each

core has 8 KB instruction cache and 8 KB data cache in L1

cache and 96 KB L2 cache. And it has quad-channel 128-bit

memory support. In SW1600 series architecture processors,

it uses a 43-bit virtual address and 40-bit physical address

in the system so it can support up to 8 TB virtual memory

and 1 TB of physical memory space.

(2) Privilege design. To support the virtualization

mechanism, an important feature of Sunway instruction set

architecture is the privilege level system limiting and defin-

ing the behaviors of the executed instructions, and the re-

lated protocol of storing and switching such critical states.

First, the storing pattern of privilege level is based on the re-

served space of the program counter register in the Sunway

CPU chip. The two digits PC[1:0] are adopted to distin-

guish each privilege state including hardware, virtual, ker-

nel and user modes. Some privileged instructions such as

pri wcsr, pri rcsr, pri ld and pri st are only available in hard-

ware mode, and all these privileged instructions can access

the physical address. Two specific privileged instructions,

sys call and pri ret, are used for privilege level switching.

The sys call instruction can be invoked from any other priv-

ilege modes and then the execution process will be trapped

into the hardware mode, where specific privileged code will

be executed. When the process is finished, the instruction

pri ret will be invoked, which can only be called in hardware

mode, and will result in the return to other modes.

(3) HMCODE content. The HMCODE is a group of

shared procedures for bottom-layer supporting with privi-

leged functionalities. These privileged codes are aggregated

into a bottom-level library to simplify the system design,

which acts as an indispensable component of the SWVM

virtualization solution. In the Sunway architecture design,

these codes are loaded at first during the boot initializa-

tion. After that, all the bottom-level hardware operations

can only be finished through the execution of these privi-

leged codes. In the Sunway architecture, all the bottom-

level operations will first switch to the hardware privilege

level and then jump into the HMCODE scope to execute

the related codes. As a result, most IO behaviors or hyper-

visor functionalities can only be accomplished by executing

HMCODE.

SWVM design. (1) Top-level structure. The SWVM

platform is constructed according to the hosted hypervisor

structure as shown in Figure 1 [7], where the virtualization

components are embedded into the host operating sys-
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Figure 1 (Color online) The overall design of the SWVM sys-

tem.

tem at different layers, and the activated virtual machines

act as normally executing programs in this operating sys-

tem [8]. When the user intends to start a virtual machine,

the user-space emulator accepts the user commands, and

then invokes the kernel/user-space interfaces to activate the

functions in the hypervisor kernel module, where the virtual

machine instances are created, initialized and configured.

Then during the lifecycle of the virtual machine, the hy-

pervisor manages the virtual CPU scheduling and memory

address translating, along with the interrupt forwarding to

support the IO operations.

First, the HMCODE here serves as the interface in the

switching process among different hosts and virtual scopes,

and also provides the functions of hardware operations for

the virtualization hypervisor, such as changing hardware

states, operating memory allocation and processing inter-

rupts. Then the hypervisor kernel module is the critical

component for the virtualization solution embedded in the

operating system kernel of the host, which provides and real-

izes most of the fundamental virtualization functionalities,

such as scope switching and scheduling for the CPU vir-

tualization, address translation, and allocated region man-

agement for the memory virtualization, along with the nec-

essary kernel/user-space interfaces for communication and

monitoring. The user-space emulator includes all the virtu-

alization functionalities with no necessity to be embedded

into the kernel. Generally, it provides user command in-

terfaces, emulates the virtual devices to support the virtual

machine IO and monitors the execution of the active virtual

machines.

(2) CPU virtualization. The first part of the CPU

virtualization implementation is the whole process of in-

struction simulations. In SWVM, each thread is created

and allocated for a vCPU when the virtual machine is ini-

tialized. Then common instructions are handled in those

threads. Privileged instructions will cause a trap into hard-

ware mode, which switches the context to the host OS and

invokes corresponding functions in the SWVM hypervisor.

The second part of the CPU virtualization implementation

is handled by the hypercalls which trap into the hardware

mode and invoke the HMCODE functionalities. The host

can get the data from the guest through the register which

is set before the context switches. And the guest can also

get the data from the host after interrupts. The third part

is the CPU resource scheduling for multiple vCPUs running

on a pCPU. In SWVM, we adopt the round-robin mecha-

nism to schedule a pCPU between multiple vCPUs along

with tasks in host scope. Each vCPU will be viewed as a

single thread running on a certain pCPU. The pCPU sched-

ules those threads of the host and the guest together. When

the time slice is scheduled to a virtual machine, the control

of the pCPU will be transferred to the active vCPU thread

and the execution context will be switched to the guest by

HMCODE.

(3) Memory virtualization. As there is no hardware

page table in the Sunway CPU architecture, the page table

of Sunway architecture is created and managed by software,

which refers to the chance to construct an efficient solu-

tion of memory virtualization in SWVM. For efficiency, we

pre-allocate the memory space required for a virtual ma-

chine when initializing the guest in the SWVM hypervisor.

The address translation from the virtual memory address to

the physical memory address is based on the start address

and size of the allocated memory blocks stored in the data

structure of the hypervisor. When an instruction of reading

from or writing to the virtual memory is executed in the

guest OS, the address base register configured with the off-

set decided by the memory region pre-allocation in virtual

machine (VM) initialization process is adopted to get the

correct memory mapping between the virtual memory ad-

dress and the corresponding physical memory address. As

the memory is pre-allocated to the guest while initializing

from the perspective of the host, page faults will never occur

in the host memory address space. If a page fault occurs in

the guest OS, it can be detected and solved directly by the

SWVM guest kernel. The design is easy to be implemented

with considerable efficiency. The safety and isolation of the

virtual memory are guaranteed by the implementation of

software page table in the Sunway architecture.

(4) IO virtualization. The key of IO virtualization is

the mechanism by which the host OS send interrupts to the

virtual machine. All interrupts should be handled in the

host OS by the device driver. So, the problem comes down

to the interrupt forwarding. This implementation is also

based on the hypercall mechanism mentioned above. When

the data transfer happens, the guest invokes a hypercall to

forward the request parameters including the data location.

Then, the context is switched to the host and parameters

are received by the user-space emulator. The hypervisor

then handles the request by manipulating the block devices.

After the request is done, the corresponding data pointers

and the result will be stored in registers and the running

context is switched to the guest by hypervisor. We use a

virtual queue for virtual IO devices handling their messages

in order in our implementation. Moreover, for some PCI de-

vices, we apply a para-virtualization solution for the guest.

By modifying the guest kernel, the guest is able to inter-

act with devices without invoking a hypercall. It greatly

improves the efficiency of SWVM.

Evaluation conclusion. We execute our evaluations on

a Sunway server with 16-cores SW6A CPU, 32 GB mem-

ory and HDD disks. The operating system is Ubuntu Kylin

16.04 with linux kernel v4.4.15 specially modified and com-

piled for Sunway CPU architecture. According to the bench-

mark evaluation result, compared with the host, a certain

vCPU can achieve 99.1% efficiency of the host. The memory

performance of the guest OS is about 98% of the host OS.

And the performance of the guest is about 48.4% of the host

OS in disk IO.

Also, in the situation with multiple VMs, the perfor-
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mance result is as follows. The performance of a single VM

running on the server is taken as our guideline. The CPU

and memory performance achieves almost 98% on average

when there are less than 4 VMs running. When the num-

ber of virtual machines is more than 4, the performance of

CPU decreases a lot. The performance of threads is almost

94% with multiple VMs and also decreases after 5 or more

VMs being executed. However, there is only 50.49% effi-

ciency when there are 2 virtual machines, and it decreases to

32.3%, 25.1% and less along with more VMs executed. The

maximum number of available virtual machines reaches the

level of 11 virtual machines concurrently because of the bot-

tleneck caused by IO performance degradation. Obviously,

this maximum number cannot be further improved through

modifications on CPU or memory resource configurations.
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